Fix(a 1 , . . . , o e ) C Q is PAC, and e-free (where we call a field K e-free if G(K) = F ey F e -free group on e generators). In 1975 Jarden and Kiehne classified e-free perfect PAC-fields up to elementary equivalence and derived the decidability of the theory of e-free perfect PAC-fields, cf. [J-K]. The next step was an extension of these results to a certain class of PAC-fields with infinitely generated absolute Galois group, cf. [J2]. We announce here solutions to the main questions provoked by this development. THEOREM 1. For each e E N, the theory of PAC-fields K with rk(G(#)) < e is decidable. (Where rk(G) = minimal number of (topological) generators of the profinite group G.) THEOREM 
The theory of PAC-fields is undecidable.
While Theorem 2 puts a clear bound on decidability results for PAC-fields, Theorem 1 and its refinements extend the Jarden-Kiehne results considerably: for each e > 1 there are 2 ° pairwise nonisomorphic profinite groups G with rk(G) = e and G = G(K) for some PAC-field K; G = F e is the case treated by Jarden-Kiehne. In their proof a lemma on finite groups due to Gaschiitz plays a crucial role. Our extension of the Jarden-Kiehne results has been made possible by finding a proof avoiding the Gaschiitz lemma. Both theorems are deduced from (A) and (B) below.
(A) There exist "intelligible" elementary invariants classifying PAC-fields, which allow decision problems for those fields to be reduced to decision problems for projective profinite groups.
(B) The properties of the projective cover of a profinite group enable us to solve for each e E N certain decision problems for projective profinite groups of rank < e (leading to Theorem 1) and to code certain undecidable problems on graphs into decision problems for the class of all projective profinite groups (leading to Theorem 2).
OUTLINE OF (A). To avoid undue complications we assume all our fields to be of characteristic 0, and write alg(#) for the algebraic closure of Q within the field K. Let K be a PAC-field. Theorem 3.2 of [J-K] implies that Th(ZQ is determined by the isomorphism types of the field alg(AT) and of the restriction map G(K) -• G(alg(Af)) (considered as morphism in the category of profinite groups). Now the isomorphism type of alg(/T) is determined by the set of polynomials in Z[X] with a root in K, so it is an elementary invariant. However, the isomorphism type of G(K) -> G(alg(A")) may change upon replacing K by a suitable elementary extension, so the isomorphism type of the map
To overcome this obstacle we introduce a language to express the "coelementary" properties of profinite groups: associate to a profinite group G its inverse system Similarly, we define notions like cocardinality, coelementary equivalence, coultraproduct and cosaturatedness for profinite groups. (The last two require some care: an ultraproduct of "inverse systems of profinite groups" has to be "reduced" to become the inverse system associated to the coultraproduct of the corresponding profinite groups.) This comodel theory leads to the following properties:
(1) For each profinite group sentence o we can construct a sentence co(a) in the language of fields such that for each field K we have G(K) =j oiffK\= co(a) (interpretability in fields).
(2) GiliKjD) = corresponding coultraproduct of the G(K { ) (the K t are fields).
(3) Nonprincipal coultraproducts of profinite groups are Nj-cosaturated. (4) If G j and G 2 are coelementarily equivalent cosaturated profinite groups of the same cocardinality, then every isomorphism of a coelementary quotient of G x of smaller cocardinality onto a coelementary quotient of G 2 can be lifted to an isomorphism of G x onto G 2 .
It is now routine to derive from these 4 properties that Th(K) for a PACfield K is determined by the following two elementary invariants:
(I) The isomorphism type of alg(£).
(II) The coelementary equivalence type of G(K) with distinguished quotient G(alg(/T)).
Which of these invariants actually occur for PAC-fields Kl Improving on [Lu-v.d.D] , one can show that G(K) must be projective in the category of profinite groups, and that conversely for any projective profinite group P, any subfield F of Q and any epimorphism 0: P ->-* G(F), there exists a PAC-field K such that alg(AT) = F and the restriction map
OUTLINE OF (B). Using (A) and the fact that an f.g. profinite group G is determined by the class Im(G) of its finite homomorphic images, one routinely reduces the proof of Theorem 1 to the following decision problem: to decide, given e G N and finite groups F, F 1 , . . . , F m whether there is a projective profinite group P with rk(P) <e,FG Im(P), F x , . . . , F m £ Im(P). From the Proposition below it follows that such a decision method exists because one only has to consider for P the projective cover of F. DEFINITION. A minimal epi is an epimorphism 0: G -> H of profinite groups such that 0(G') =£ H for each proper closed subgroup G' of G. A projective cover of a profinite group G is a minimal epi P -> G with P projective.
PROPOSITION. Each profinite group G has an up to isomorphism unique projective cover P(G) -»-* G. Moreover, rk(P(G)) = rk(G), and Im(P(G)) = {F | F is a finite group for which there exists a minimal epi F -> K for some KElm(G)}.
